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lanning a bush break is not always easy and not

everyone has the luxury of time when it comes to

holiday indulgence. Many people may dream about

retiring in the bush for months on end, but sometimes

the itch just needs scratching and you need to make the

most of just one week in the wilderness.

This was the situation that I found myself in when when I wanted to

combine a quick stop in the bush with a beach break. With little

preparation time and not many leave days to spare, we gratefully

handed our lives over to experts and wholeheartedly agreed to a fully

inclusive week in South Africa’s Greater Kruger National Park. Not

only was the weight of planning off our minds, but this also turned

out to be the best way for us to maximise our seven days in the

African wild!



This lioness clearly needs a holiday too! ©Kelly Winkler

Elephant encounters in the Greater Kruger ©Kelly Winkler



 

GREATER KRUGER – NO HOLDS BARRED

A muddy rhino duo ©Kelly Winkler



Many people often choose to go to the Kruger for weeks at a time,

and it is renowned for its fantastic self-catering and self-drive

options. However, as a result of opting to spend our limited time on a

fully inclusive package, we had the Big Five ticked off in under 24

hours! And in just one week, thanks to the skills of expert field guides

and trackers, we saw more wildlife than many do in several Kruger

trips combined.

Our first three nights at the exclusive Tintswalo Safari Lodge, which

is located in the adjoining Manyeleti Private Game Reserve, was an

example of 5-star luxury at its best. The mood was set as soon as we

walked along the wooden pathway to our suite, and we got that

http://www.tintswalo.com/safari/
http://www.wildfrontiers.com/


Kruger feeling that anyone who knows and loves Kruger can

understand. The accommodation was the epitome of safari chic and

our suite led out onto a deck with swing chairs and a private plunge

pool, from which we could marvel at our beautiful bush

surroundings. The contrasting decadence meant that we could really

enjoy Mother Nature’s company in the utmost comfort;

especially after rinsing off the dust in the freestanding

Victorian bath! The unbridled luxury also meant that not a second in

the bush was wasted, as our room was clearly designed to be a place

in which we could continue to enjoy the wilderness, rather than just

fall asleep.

Even though we were going big in the bush, it was not only the Big

Five that made our time here so special. The prolific birdlife and

smaller critters also added to the overall experience, especially

the two inquisitive hornbills that took up residence on our patio and

challenged their reflections in our glass sliding door!

After game drives filled with elephant encounters, lazy lions, robust

rhino duos and dusty buffalo herds, we happily washed down the

exquisite cuisine with carefully selected fine wines and champagne,

and wondered why we had never thought to travel this way before.



A surprise guest in the suite at Tintswalo Safari Lodge ©Kelly Winkler

A bush bath at its best ©Tintswalo Safari Lodge

http://www.tintswalo.com/safari/
http://www.tintswalo.com/safari/


 

An oxpecker picks the nose of a dusty buffalo in the Manyeleti Game

Reserve ©Kelly Winkler



After three days in this fascinating area of Greater Kruger, we were

transferred north to the Timbavati Private Nature Reserve to

experience a completely different side to the ‘fully inclusive’ coin.

Umlani Bushcamp is a down-to-earth safari camp run mainly on

solar power and by a young, vibrant team. While being escorted to

our rustic rondavel, I was fondly reminded of childhood

holidays with my family – getting back to nature and enjoying

the simple things in life, such as the joys of a campfire and an

outdoor shower in the heart of nature.

The beat of an African drum invited us to indulge in hearty home-

cooked meals, and we helped ourselves to local wines, beers and soft

http://www.umlani.com/
https://www.porini.com/special-offers/great-migration-offers/rhino-and-migration-safari/


drinks throughout our days. Not having to keep Rand to hand really

helped us to relax, and it was these small psychological shifts from

our everyday reality that helped us to further connect with our

surroundings.

The Umlani team are one big family and meal times were fun,

lantern-lit affairs during which guests from all parts of the world

gathered under the African sky to recall the excitement of sharing a

tender moment with a mother ellie nursing her calf or spotting a lady

leopard hanging out in a tree. Everyone also couldn’t help but marvel

at their luck of catching a glimpse of African wild dogs, as well as

the world’s fastest land mammal – the cheetah!

Both of these lodges lie in reserves that share an unfenced border

with the Kruger National Park, which allows the wildlife to flow

freely between the concessions. We were blessed with rangers and

trackers at both lodges who left nothing to be desired, and thanks

to opting to experience Kruger in this all-inclusive way, we saw it all

in terms of wildlife too. What a great way to conquer Kruger!



A leopard hangs out in a tree in the Timbavati Private Nature Reserve

©Kelly Winkler

The best way to start the day (left); And a rondavel at Umlani Bushcamp

that brings back happy childhood memories (right) ©Kelly Winkler

http://africageographic.com/expeditions/kruger-photographic-safari-albie-venter/


Discover what awaits you in Kruger by reading below the

advert

 

THE BUSH AT ITS BEST

A baby elephant lifts its little trunk to suckle from its mum ©Kelly

Winkler

http://www.amakhosi.com/


For many people game drives are the most important part of a

Kruger experience, but it was the whole package that really made this

holiday stand out for us. Irrespective of the luxury level of the lodge,

it was the beauty of not having to worry about a thing because

everything was arranged for us and no time was wasted – from

transfers to meals to wake-up calls. This meant that we could really

switch off, relax and focus on enjoying the wildlife. Thanks to

afternoon siestas and down-time spent relaxing with a good book,

embarking on an afternoon bush walk or indulging in a spa

treatment, the week really allowed us to unwind quickly to the

sounds of the bush, safe in the knowledge that we were in good

hands.

http://www.madikwe.com/specials/entry/south-african-childrens-photographic-safaris


Our game drives offered the perfect opportunities to document our

memories, and although it was wonderful to snap photos of a lonely

male lion snapping at flies, there were also times when sitting back

and just taking in the moment was more than enough.

During our stay at both camps we revelled in multiple sightings of

lion prides, leopards for days, and elephants as far as our eyes could

see. Cheetah, wild dog, zebra, impala, nyala, hyena and giraffe were

all par for the course, and babies abounded much to everyone’s

delight.

All creatures great and small made an appearance, and we were

spoilt with sightings of lone leopard tortoises on the roadsides,

agama lizards up trees, and the chattering of red-billed buffalo

weavers threading their nests as we wove our way through the

reserves. It was the little things that all combined to make our trip

memorable – a perfect example being when a dung beetle dive-

bombed one of the guests only to end up flapping for freedom in my

lap! Our week in Kruger was most certainly a bucket list

extravaganza and we ticked things wildly off!



Sunrise in the Timbavati (top left); The perfect camouflage (bottom left);

A leopard tortoise races past (top right); A wild dog casually crosses the

road (bottom right) ©Kelly Winkler

Up close and personal with lions at Umlani Bushcamp ©Kelly Winkler

http://africageographic.com/expeditions/kruger-photographic-safari-albie-venter/


 

WHERE TO STAY

Greater Kruger National Park boasts many places to stay that offer

package deals, which include your accommodation, meals, airport

transfers and activities. Whether you opt for a luxury lodge like

Tintswalo Safari Lodge or a Fair Trade certified eco-camp like

Umlani Bushcamp, one things remains constant – the incredible

Kruger wildlife! Each area of Greater Kruger does, however, offer

something different so it’s worth doing some research beforehand to

ensure you really find what you’re looking for.

If you’re heading to this renowned region in South Africa,

continue reading below the advert to find out some other

fantastic places to stay for your whole trip or to split

your time between.

Feel the wind in your hair in an open air safari vehicle ©Kelly Winkler

http://www.tintswalo.com/safari/
http://www.fairtrade.travel/
http://www.umlani.com/


 

Klaserie Sands River Camp

This intimate camp offers unrivalled privacy between lofty

jackalberry and leadwood trees in the 60,000 hectare Klaserie

Private Nature Reserve, which shares unfenced borders with the

Kruger. At Klaserie Sands, you can enjoy game drives and guided

walks, or opt to keep cool in the pool overlooking a waterhole, which

is frequently visited by elephant, kudu, and buffalo herds.

http://klaseriesands.com/
http://www.gunsandammunition.co.za/index.php/products/optics/spotting-scopes/leupold-kenai-30x-25-60x80-hd-kit-64305-detail


 

Cheetah Paw Eco Lodge

Safari in style at Cheetah Paw Eco Lodge in an eco-friendly

environment. Conveniently located close to Hoedspruit, it’s the

perfect gateway to the Kruger National Park or the Panorama Route,

so that you can spice up your time in the bush with other activities

like white water rafting on the Blyde River.

Continue game watching from the deck ©Klaserie Sands River Camp

http://cheetahpaw.com/
http://klaseriesands.com/


 

Makanyi Private Game Lodge

Makanyi Lodge is a recently opened heavenly lodge located in the

Timbavati Game Reserve, which is not only part of the 2.4 million

hectares of the Greater Kruger, but is also more specifically home to

the infamous and elusive white lions! If you’ve always wanted to

join an art or photo safari, this could be just the place for you.

Alternatively, just kick back and relax in a luxury suite

while watching wildlife scenes unfold before your eyes at the dam.

The call for sundowners ©Cheetah Paw Eco Lodge

http://makanyilodge.com/
http://cheetahpaw.com/


Continue reading below the advert to find out how best to

get to Kruger

HOW TO GET THERE

Holiday-makers may often have to transit via Johannesburg when

travelling from other South African cities to the bush, but luckily

Airlink offers direct return flights from Cape Town to both Skukuza

airstrip and Kruger Mpumalanga International airport in Nelspruit.

Enjoy the best of both worlds – luxury in the heart of the bush ©Makanyi

Lodge

http://www.africageo.com/4855
http://makanyilodge.com/
http://makanyilodge.com/
http://makanyilodge.com/
http://bigfig.com/limpopo-lipadi/


This means that you can go from hearing the honk of taxis in Cape

Town to the hoot of Scops owls in Kruger in less than three hours.

There are also many flights from Johannesburg to the airports and

airstrips within the Kruger area, which makes it an easily accessible

destination for international visitors. And the best part is that these

destinations are not the bustling hubs you may think of when you

picture your typical arrivals hall – here you will find African decor,

thatch roofs and curio stores awaiting your arrival, meaning you feel

instantly on holiday!

Our road transfers were made simple by ECoaches – an amazing

company situated in the Mpumalanga province, which

provides seamless road transfers that are practically mini game

drives in themselves.

Continue reading below the advert to discover some fun

facts about South Africa’s beloved national park

http://www.ecoaches.co.za/
http://flyairlink.com/flights-to-nelspruit/nelspruit.php


 

FUN FACTS ABOUT KRUGER

– Kruger stretches across two provinces of South Africa – Limpopo

and Mpumalanga

– It is 19,633 km² in size, making it bigger than some small countries

– The first tourist to the park arrived in 1927, almost 90 years ago,

and the entrance fee was only £1.00

– Over a million visitors come to the park each year

– Kruger National Park is an all-year-round destination thanks to its

sub-tropical climate and fantastic game viewing. This is often

thought to be best in the dry winter months from May to August

http://africageographic.com/expeditions/kruger-photographic-safari-albie-venter/


when visibility is optimal. However, the wet summer season also has

a lot to offer thanks to the newborn wildlife and migrant birdlife.

An inquisitive giraffe has the best view ©Kelly Winkler

Babies abound in the bush ©Kelly Winkler



 

To learn a bit about this week’s author, continue reading

below the advert

About the author

A Capetonian to the core, Kelly

Winkler has had a big year so far –

graduating with a BBA degree in

Marketing Management and

planning a beautiful wedding.

After tying the knot, she needed

some time to recover from all the

festivities, and a bush break was

just what her husband ordered.

 

Knowing all the best spots in Africa thanks to her career in the travel

industry with Africa Geographic Travel, a trip to Kruger most

certainly did not disappoint and her bush break was nothing short of

perfect. 2016 is off to a great start…

http://africageographic.com/travel/about-africa-geographic-travel/
http://www.natureslight.co.za/


   

Ladies and gentlemen, can you believe it?! The closing date for

submissions to the Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year

2016 competition, brought to you by Canon and Cape Union Mart,

has come and gone. After five months of receiving magnificent

photographs from all corners of the continent, it is time for our

final gallery of entries before the judging kickstarts next week!

   As our last hurrah, we are delighted to round off the competition

with an extra large gallery so that we can really show off what our

amazing continent has to offer. Just click on the 'Next' button

above each image to explore the heart of Africa - its wildlife, its

people and its landscapes.

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

And now the real fun begins. Next week 15 finalists will be chosen

by our panel of judges, and their work will be displayed as a

photographic portfolio in Friday's issue of our online magazine. So

keep your fingers crossed and your eyes peeled to find out who is

in the running to become the Africa Geographic Photographer of

the Year 2016!

http://africageo.com/4938
http://africageo.com/4944
http://magazine.africageographic.com/archive


◄ Back Next ►
Picture 23 of 23

A beautiful kudu grazes peacefully on the undergrowth in the Kruger National Park, South

Africa ©Paul Oxton

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-97/week-23-africa-geographic-photographer-of-the-year-2016/ag-mag-gallery/image/week-23-africa-geographic-photo-competition/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-97/week-23-africa-geographic-photographer-of-the-year-2016/ag-mag-gallery/image/week-23-africa-geographic-photo-competition/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-97/week-23-africa-geographic-photographer-of-the-year-2016/ag-mag-gallery/image/week-23-africa-geographic-photo-competition/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/archive


◄ Back Next ►
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A Maasai warrior teaches his son about the stars ©Robin Stuart

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-97/week-23-africa-geographic-photographer-of-the-year-2016/ag-mag-gallery/image/week-23-africa-geographic-photo-competition/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-97/week-23-africa-geographic-photographer-of-the-year-2016/ag-mag-gallery/image/week-23-africa-geographic-photo-competition/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-97/week-23-africa-geographic-photographer-of-the-year-2016/ag-mag-gallery/image/week-23-africa-geographic-photo-competition/
http://africageo.com/4976
http://magazine.africageographic.com/archive


Two rhinos wrestle after wallowing in a mud bath ©Chris Grech

http://africageo.com/4978


A protective mother mandrill with her baby in Gabon ©Rick Prebeg

http://www.canon.co.za/for_home/product_finder/cameras/ef_lenses/zoom/


◄ Back Next ►
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Two spotted hyenas bond in the Kruger National Park, South Africa ©Simon Eeman

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-97/week-23-africa-geographic-photographer-of-the-year-2016/ag-mag-gallery/image/amakhosi-lodge/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-97/week-23-africa-geographic-photographer-of-the-year-2016/ag-mag-gallery/image/amakhosi-lodge/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-97/week-23-africa-geographic-photographer-of-the-year-2016/ag-mag-gallery/image/amakhosi-lodge/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/archive


◄ Back Next ►
Picture 4 of 23

A swimmer dives underneath a breaking wave at Clansthal, South Africa ©Anthony Grote

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

https://www.capeunionmart.co.za/footwear-frenzy
http://magazine.africageographic.com/archive


Elephants have a drink along the banks of the Chobe River, Botswana ©Prelena Soma-Owen

http://bit.ly/1jfOkXg
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A Brants' whistling rat in the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park ©Willie van Schalkwyk

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-97/week-23-africa-geographic-photographer-of-the-year-2016/ag-mag-gallery/image/amakhosi-lodge/
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A textured old elephant in Etosha National Park, Namibia ©Zak O'Leary

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

http://flyairlink.com/flights-to-vilanculos/vilanculos.php
http://magazine.africageographic.com/archive


A malachite missile in the Kruger National Park ©Willie van Schalkwyk

http://bit.ly/1jfOkXg


A silverback gorilla keeps a careful eye on his family in Rwanda ©Rick Prebeg

https://www.capeunionmart.co.za/footwear-frenzy
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Camels in the salt fields in Danakil, Ethiopia ©Eduard Genserek

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

https://www.capeunionmart.co.za/footwear-frenzy
http://magazine.africageographic.com/archive


An African beauty from the Surma tribe in the Omo Valley, Ethiopia ©Eduard Genserek

http://africageo.com/4978
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A smoky still of a woman from the Suri tribe in the Omo Valley, Ethiopia ©Trevor Cole

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016
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Beach huts in the golden light of an early morning in Muizenberg, Cape Town ©Anthea Smith

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-97/week-23-africa-geographic-photographer-of-the-year-2016/ag-mag-gallery/image/natures-light-2/
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A large school of slinger being photographed at Sodwana Bay, South Africa ©Anthony Grote

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

https://www.capeunionmart.co.za/footwear-frenzy
http://magazine.africageographic.com/archive
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An elephant ear in the Sabi Sand Game Reserve, South Africa ©Heinrich Human

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016

http://africageo.com/4975
http://magazine.africageographic.com/archive
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A black eagle takes a branch to its nest in Walter Sisulu National Botanical Garden ©Ernest

Porter

Week 23: Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016
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